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In studying nonlinear differential equations it is generally necessary to 
begin by searching for a qualitative description of solutions. Thus, for 
example, one can first locate critical points of the flow and study the behavior 
of the flow near these points. Secondly one may be able to locate periodic 
solutions of the flow and again study the behavior of the flow near such 
solutions, A next step might be to locate other invariant sets of the flow and 
to study the behavior of the flow near these sets. Finally one might study 
how these invariant sets are “tied together.” 
This work concerns one possible method of locating invariant sets of high 
dimension for a flow on a manifold and of describing how orbits wind 
asymptotically into and away from these sets. The method might be likened 
to that of finding a critical point by locating a sphere which bounds a cell and 
showing that the index of the vector field on this sphere is different from zero. 
In the present work we establish the existence of an invariant set inside a 
submanifold from properties of the vector field on the boundary of the 
submanifold. Our theorems require that this submanifold be “convex” 
with respect to the flow in the sense that orbits tangent to that submanifold 
“bounce off” (see Definition 1 .S). This assumption is essentially the same as 
one used by Waiewski [lZ], and the reader is referred to [5] for a description 
of his results. 
Criteria for the existence of invariant sets are given in terms of the topo- 
logical properties of the submanifold and the properties of various mappings 
defined by the flow. They allow us to make conclusions about the Tech 
cohomology of the invariant set, and hence its dimension. 
The problem of finding submanifolds which are convex to the flow, will be 
treated in a future paper. Such a submanifold might be determined directly 
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from physical considerations as in [I], where the nature of the “potential 
function” immediately leads to the desired construction. Alternatively, one 
might begin with an approximating problem where the existence of such a 
submanifold is evident and obtain results about the exact problem by per- 
turbation techniques. Such an approach is expecially natural in that many of 
our conclusions are stable under perturbation. 
The present approach might be contrasted with the perturbation results 
of Robert Sacker and Jurgen Moser [8] and [9], who obtain by analytic 
means invariant sets which are themselves smooth manifolds. These results 
require roughly two assumptions: First that the “linearized” flow is “exponen- 
tially” approaching and leaving a smooth invariant manifold, and second that 
the rate at which points of this invariant manifold approach each other is 
slower than the rate at which points outside the invariant manifold approach 
and leave it. 
We make use of the first assumption but not the second; thus our results 
are weaker in this case, however, the hypotheses to be verified are also. 
Finally, we may remark that the method introduced here has application to 
the study of degenerate critical points as illustrated in [3]. 
The present results form part of the author’s doctoral thesis written under 
the direction of Charles Conley and it is a pleasure to thank Professor Conley 
for his help and encouragement. 
1. CONVEXITY AND ASYMPTOTIC SETH 
In what follows the word “smooth” will always mean “of class Cr for some 
Y >, 1.” If a manifold X has a boundary, then aX will denote the boundary 
of X and unless it is mentioned that X is a manifold with boundary we will 
assume that 8X is empty. 
The following definitions are of fundamental importance for this paper. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A smooth pow on a smooth manifold X is a smooth 
function y : X x R1 --f X such that; 
(1) ~(x, 0) = x for each x E X; 
(2) d-6 fl + a = dd? h), b); 
(3) (i, is a smooth vector field on X where I+(X) is the tangent vector to 
the curve ~(2, t) at the point x. 
If A C X and B C R1, then v(A, B) will denote the set {x E X : x = ~(a, b) 
for some a E A and b E B}. For each x, O(x) = ~(x, Rl), O+(x) = p(x,[O, co)) 
and O-(x) = 9(x, (--co, 01) will denote the orbit ofx, thepositive hdforbit of x, 
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and the negative hatf orbit of x, respectively. A subset J of S is said to be an 
invariant set of 9 if for each x E J the orbit of x is contained in J. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If  p is a smooth flow on a smooth n-manifold X and S 
is a smooth submanifold of X of dimension 71-f) then 5’ is said to bc a 
surface of section for y  if V; is never tangent to S. 
The following three lemmas arc versions of standard results which arc 
useful for our purposes. The proofs are omitted. 
LEMMA 1. I. I f  S is a surface of section for cp as above, andp E S, then there 
exists a neighborhood U of p and a number r > 0 such that the mapping 
f  : U x ( -7, T) --f Xgiven by f  (q, t) = ~(9, t) is an imbedding of U x (-7, T) 
in X. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let v  be a smooth flow on X and let U be an open subset of X. 
Suppose that q~ (p, [a, b]) C U. Then there exists a neighborhood V of p in X 
such that p( V, [a, b]) C 7~‘. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let ~JI be a smooth flow on a manifold X and let S be a surface of 
section for 9. Suppose that for some p E X, &p, to) E S. Then there exists a 
neighborhood ci of p in X and a continuous real valued function 7 de$ned on U 
such that r(p) = t, , and p(q, T(q)) E S for each q E LT. Furthermore 7 is the 
only continuous function de$ned on 0’ with the above properties and although we 
do not make use of this fact, 7 is actually a smooth function. 
As a convenience we will let [ -co,co] denote the space obtained from the 
real numbers by adding two ideal points + co and -CO, topologized by the 
order topology. With this topology [-so, co] is homeomorphic to the unit 
interval. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let q~ be a smooth flow on a smooth manifold X and let 
Y be a subset of X. Define functions a+(~, Y) : Y - [-co, co] and 
u-(~, Y) : Y ---) [-co, m] by 
lsup{t 2 0 : cp(y, [0, t]) C Y) 
a’(~’ I’)(Y) = 1 -i-co otherwise 
if it exist 
(inf(t < 0 : &y, [t, 01) C Y} 
u-(Y” ‘J(Y) = I- ~0 otherwise. 
if it exists 
Furthermore let A+(?, Y) = (o+(q, Y))-l( +co, A-(y,Y) =(u-(y,Y))-I(--) 
and I(v, Y) = A+(q, Y) n A-(y, Y), Then A+(~J, Y, A-(v, Y), and I(v, Y) 
are called the positive asymptotic, negative asymptotic and invariant subsets of 
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the flow v  with respect to Y. Notice that in fact v(l(y, Y), t) C I(v, Y) for all t 
so that I(y, Y) is an invariant set of y. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let X be a smooth n-manifold and let Y be an n- 
dimensional smooth submanifold of X with boundary, 8Y. If  p is a smooth 
flow on X we say that I’ is convex to y  if whenever the flow vector field 9, is 
tangent to i3Y at some point p, there exists 6 > 0 such that if 0 <: 1 t j < 6, 
then ~(p, t) 6 Y. T(v, Y) will denote the set of tangency points, that is, the 
set of points at which 9, is tangent to c”E-. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the sets il’(q, Y), A-(p, Y) and 
I(p, Y). Our ultimate goal is to obtain qualitative information about a flow 
on a manifold by constructing submanifolds to which the flow is convex in 
such a way that we can make conclusions about invariant sets of the flow 
contained in their interors. Applications of this technique are given in 
Section 4. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationships between the various sets defined 
above. 
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FIG. 1.1. 
In this case X is the plane and Y is a disk convex to the flow y  whose orbits 
lie on vertical lines as drawn in the figure. 
The next theorem is fundamental to our study of the sets A+(?, Y), 
A-(v, Y) and I(q, Y) and illustrates the usefullness of the convexity condition. 
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THEOREM 1.6. If  q~ is a smooth $0~ on a smooth n-manifold X and if Y 
is a smooth submanifold of X of d’ zmension n with boundary, such that L’ is 
convex to 9, then the functions ot(v, Y) and u-(v), Y7) aye continuous. 
Proof. It is suffcient to prove that a+(~, I’) is continuous at a point p E Y. 
We do this by considering three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that (~‘(9, Y)(p) .y f  ‘t 1s ml e and that pjn is tangent to 8Y 
at q where q = ~(p, u+(v, Y)(p)). S’ mce Y is convex with respect to p?, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that if 0 s. 1 t ~ < 6, ~(9, t) 6 Y. This implies that p .:= q 
and that a+(g), Y)(p) = 0. By continuity of q~ there exists a neighborhood 
N(p) ofp in Xsuch that q(A7( p), 6) n IF = a. It follows that &(v, E’(y) < 8 
for y  E N(p) n Y, and this implies that a+(~, Y) is continuous at p. 
Case 2. Suppose that ~-(a, Y(p) is finite and that Cijn is not tangent to 
aY where again q = y(p, a-~(~, Y(p)). By Lemma I .I there exists a 
neighborhood N of q in bd 1. and a number 7 1,~ 0 such that p restricted to 
N x (-T, T) is an imbedding of N x (-7, T) in X. Suppose that p E int Y. 
Then by Lemma 1.2 there exists a neighborhood c’ of p in X such that 
p’( V, [O, u+(q~, Y)(p)]) C int X u p(i\:, (-7, 7)). The continuity of a+(p, J7) on 
V now follows from Lemma I .3. 
I f  p E bd Y, then it follows from case 1 that @, is not tangent to bd Y. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.1 there exists a neighborhood iLrl of p and 7r > 0 
such that q(N1 , [0, or)) C Y. Choose a neighborhood Vr of p in X such that 
F(V~, [0, a+(~, Y)(p)) is contained in int Y u q(Ni , (--7, 7)). Then the 
continuity of u+(y, Y) on I<-, f !  Y again follows from Lemma 1.3. 
Case 3. Suppose that u ’ (cp, Y)(p) I- -C CG. To show that u 1 is continu- 
ous at p -eve must show that given a ,> 0 there is a neighborhood N(p) of p 
in Y such that v(N(p), [O, a]) C 1?, so that for y  E N(p), ut(v, Y’)(y) ‘>- a. 
Since Y is convex to the flow WC can conclude that ~(p, [0, a]) n bd Y is 
either empty or contains just the point p. I f  p $ bd Y, by continuity of F 
we may choose a neighborhood I’(p) of p such that q( V(p), [0, a]) C int Y. 
This implies that for all y  E F(p), ul (p, I’)(y) ,x a. I f  p E bd Y then @, is 
not tangent to bd I’ at p and as before there exists a neighborhood Vi of p 
in bd Y and r > 0 such that q( V, [0, 71) C Y. Now choose a neighborhood A” 
of p in X such that T(~V’, [0, a]) C int Y u v(Vr , (-7, T)). Letting 
N = N’(p) n Y we have that q(N, [0, a]) C Y so that u’(q~, Y)(y) >. a 
for all y  E N. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.7. The sets A t(p), Y), A-(v, Y), I(v, Y) and T(F, Y) are 
closed subsets of Y. 
Proof. A+(F, Y) = (u+(p, Y)))‘( +GO) and since &(q~, Y) is continuous, 
Af(pl, Y) is closed. The proof that the other sets are closed is similar. 
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As standing notation for the remainder of this paper, let .N denote a 
smooth Riemanian n-manifold, and # a smooth flow on Jlr. Let M be a 
smooth, compact, orientable, n-dimensional submanifold of M with boundary 
aM = m such that M is convex to $. The functions u+(#, M),o-($, M) and 
the sets A+(#, M), A-(#, M), I(4, M), and T(#, M) will be denoted by 
uf, u-, A+, A-, I, and T, respectively. Furthermore, we set a+ = A+ n an/I 
and a- = A- n aM. To complete this sequence of definitions let 
U+ = {x E a&1 : U+(X) > 01, and W = (“Y E 8M : u-(x) < O}. It is easily 
shown that m is the disjoint union of the sets W, C’- and T. Let rn’ = U+ u T 
and m- = C- u T. In the case when T is an n - 2 dimensional manifold, 
ml and m- will be n - 1 dimensional manifolds with boundary. 
Using the function (T+, mappings p+ : M - k - m- and 7~+ : m -- a+ - m- 
can be defined as follows: p+(x) = #(.Y, U+(X)), r+ = p+/m - ai-. Since u+ 
is continuous, n+ is easily shown to be a retraction of m - a+ on nl-. Further 
letting p,+(x) = $(-2’, tu’-(x)) one sees that mm- is a deformation retract of 
M - A’. Similarly using the function U-, mappings p- : M -- A+ -> m+ 
and r- : m - a- -h m+ can be defined. 
These mappings will be used in the following section to obtain information 
about the asymptotic and invariant sets A +, A- and I. However, the following 
information is already available, namely that if m- is not a deformation retract 
of M, then A- is nonempty. Further, if m+ and m- are not homeomorphic 
then A+ A- is non-empty, and since M is compact, this of course implies 
that I is non-empty. 
2. THE HOMOLOGY OF ASYMPTOTIC AND INVARIANT SETS 
In this section our goal is to describe the homology groups of the asymptotic 
and invariant sets of 4 with respect to M in terms of the homology groups of 
the sets M, m, m+ and m-, and properties of the mapping r+. 
If  X is a topological space, H,(X) will denote the kth singular homology 
group of X with integer coefficients. C,(X), Z,(X), and B,(X) will denote the 
singular k-chains, k-cycles, and k-boundaries of X, respectively. HQ(X) will 
denote the kth Tech cohomology group of X with integer coefficients. 
The following standard result provides the basic tool used in this section. 
DUALITY THEOREM. Let X be a compact orientable n-manifold with OY 
without boundary and let C be a closed subset of X - ax. Then Hk(X, X - C) 
is isomorphic to H**-*(C). 
It is shown in [6] that if the Tech cohomology group of a compact subset C 
of a finite dimensional space X is nontrivial in dimension k, then the 
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topological dimension of C is at least k. Thus the results in this section can 
be used to give lower bounds on the dimensions of the sets a 1, a-, I. 
In order to simplify notation in this section we will not always give names 
to inclusion maps. Thus if R C S we use R --, S to denote the inclusion of 
R in S and H,(R) * H,(S) to denote the homomorphism of homology 
groups induced by the inclusion map. If  z E H!<(R) and x E H,(S) then we 
say that z = w in H,(S), if i*(z) = zu where i : R - S is the inclusion map. 
THEOREM 2.1. If  z E H,,(m - a+) is such that 
(1) z = 0 in Hk(m), 
(2) z’ # 0 in H,(m) where z’ := r,+(z), then Hzn-iG-z(a+) is nontrivial 
and hence dimension a+ > n - k - 2 (where n = dimension 111). 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of the pair (m, m - a+) 
+ H,+,(m, m ~- al-) + H,(m --. a+) L Hk(m) 
(1) implies that x E kernel i, and (2) im pl ies that z f  0. Thus by exactness, 
the group Hk+l(m, m - a+) is nontrivial. By the duality theorem it follows 
that HVn-n-z(a+) is nontrivial and the proof is complete. 
Information concerning the homology of the invariant set I contained in M 
can be obtained by analyzing the exact of the tripple (M, ilf - 1, m). 
LEMMA 2.2. The inclusion i : H,(M ---- -4+, m -- a*) --f H,(M - I, m) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Using standard techniques [7, Chapter 31 one can construct a 
homeomorphism k : m x [0, 1) -* M - I such that for x in a neighborhood 
of a+ in m, h(x x [0, 1)) is contained in the orbit of .r. Thus 1~~ = h(m x [0, 1)) 
is a collar neighborhood of m in M, and m - a+~ is a deformation retract 
of V - V n A’. It follows that the inclusion H,(M - A+, m - a+) --f 
H,(M - /-I~, V - V n A+) is an isomorphism. By the excision theorem 
the inclusion H,(M - A+, V - V n A+) + H,((M - A+) u V, V) is 
an isomorphism. It remains to show that the inclusion H,(M - C, m) + 
H,(M - I, m) is an isomorphism where C = A+ n (M - V). This can be 
done directly by constructing an orbit preserving homeomorphism of M - C 
onto M - I which is the identity on m, or indirectly by showing that H”*(C) 
is isomorphic to H”*(I) and using the duality theorem. (H”*(C) is isomorphic 
to H”*(I) since C can be retracted along orbits of the flow into arbitrarily 
small neighborhoods of I.) We omit these details. 
THEOREM 2.3. The sequence 
H,(M, M - I) 5 HlcVl(M - A+, m - a+) --f H&X?, m) 3 
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is exact where 2 is the composition 
H,(M, 111 - I) 2 H,-,(M - I, m) 2 H,-,(M - A+, m - a+). 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and the exactness 
of the homology sequence of the triple (AT, 114 - I, m). 
Let x E H,(m -- a+) and let z’ = n*+(z). Then the cycle 
62 E H,+l(M - 247, nz - a+) 
“swept out by x as it is carried by the flow accross M” is defined as follows: 
Let c E Z,(m - a+) be a singular k-chain representing z. c = alul + **. + ata, 
where the a, are integers and the ‘TV are maps of the K-simplex A, into m - a+. 
Then c’ = ala,’ + *.* + a201’ represents x’ where 0; = r+ * uj . The maps aj 
and uj’ are homotopic as maps of A, into M - A+ and the homotopy is 
provided by the flow. This homotopy determines a chain b E C,+,(M - A+) 
so that 8b = c - c’. b generates an element (b) E Z,+l(M - A+, m - a+) 
and we denote by g/the homology class determined by the cycle {b}. It follows 
from the construction of%’ that if 8 : H,+,(M - A+, m - a’-) + H,(m - a+) 
is the boundary map, then 32’ == z - u”‘. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let x E H,(m - ai) and let x’ = n,+(z) and suppose 
that 
1) z -. z’ f 0 in H,(m - a-L), 
2) 22 =: 0 in H,+l(M, m). 
Then H%-*z(l) is nontrivial. 
Proof. (1) implies that G’,, is a nonzero element of H,+,(M - A+, m - a+), 
and (2) asserts that %’ belongs to the kernel of the inclusion map 
H,,,(M ~- A+, m - a+) + Hk+l(M, m). Thus by exactness of the sequence 
H,+,(M, M - I) 5 H,+,(M - A+, m - a+) -+ H,+l(M, m) 
there exists a nonzero element x E H,+,(M, M - I), and by the duality 
theorem HGn-lc-z(l) is nontrivial. 
The following theorem can also be proven with the aid of Theorem 2.3: 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose w E H,(M, m) is such that aw E H&m) is not in 
the image of i, : H,-,(m - a+) -F H,-,(m). Then Hun-k(l) is nontrivial. 
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows 
H,(M, M - I) 
- H&W - H,(M, m) -.-w Hk-l(m) _... ~~_-c 
t t t’ h 
----+ H,(M - A+) - H,(M - A+, m -- a-+) 4 H,&z ~~ a’) m-----)- 
t 
It follows that w $ image H,(M - A+, m - u+) and thus the inclusion of w 
in H,(M, M - I) gives rise to a nontrivial element of H,(M, M - I) and by 
the duality theorem the proof is complete. 
3. STABILITY 
In this section we wish to study the asymptotic and invariant sets of a 
smooth flow q~ on N which is “Co close” to z/ in a neighborhood of the sub- 
manifold M convex to the flow $. One would expect that the asymptotic and 
invariant sets of p with respect to M might be similar to those of fi with respect 
to M. Although this is not always the case, we give some conditions under 
which the “perturbed” asymptotic and invariant sets have dimension greater 
than or equal to the dimension of the corresponding unperturbed asymptotic 
and invariant sets. 
We say that two flows are “close” if the vector fields associated with them 
are close with respect to a fixed Riemanian metric on JV. More precisely: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let q1 and ~a be smooth flows on N. Then pi is said 
to be within E of ~~ on a set X C JV if whenever x E X, 1 @r(x) - +a(x)i < E. 
Remark 3.2. Let UC JV be an open set such that u is compact. Then 
given a metric p on Jfr, and numbers 7 > 0 and 6 :> 0, there exists E > 0 
such that if p1 is within E of qz on U the following is true: Suppose that 
ya(x, [0, t]) C U where 0 ,( t %< T, then for any y  E U such that p(x, y) < e, 
p(vr(y, t), ~~(x, t)) < 8. The remark follows from successive applications of 
Gronwall’s inequality in each of a finite number of coordinate neighborhoods 
covering 0. 
In what follows U is a neighborhood of M such that i7 is compact. 
In order to apply the theorems of previous section to M and v, the convexity 
condition must hold. However, M may not be convex with respect to q~. We 
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avoid this difficulty by showing in Theorem 3.3 below that if the flow v  is 
close enough to # on M, then we can replace it with a smooth flow y’ so that 
v’ is convex to M, and so that the asymptotic and invariant sets of v’ with 
respect to M are the same as those of p with respect to M. In the theorems 
below T, A+ and A- refer to the tangency set and to the asymptotic sets of /J 
with respect to M as in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let N and V be neighborhoods of T in A” such that n C V, 
and v  n (A+ u A-) = a. Then there exists E > 0 such that if q~ is within E 
of$on U3M, 
(a) The positive and negative asymptotic sets of q~ with respect to M do not 
intersect V, 
(b) The set of tangency points of v  with respect to M is contained in N. 
Furthermore, there exists a smooth j2ow v’ on ..4- such that 
(c) v’ is convex to M, 
(d) The asymptotic and invariant sets of cp’ and of q.~ with respect to M are 
exactly the same, 
(e) 9’ is also within E of 4 on the neighborhood Z; of M. 
(f) The sets of tangency points of r$ with respect to M and of 4 with respect 
to M are exactly the same. 
Proof. I f  (a) is false then we can find a flow arbitrarily close to 4 on li3 M 
which has an asymptotic point p in I’. But such a point p is carried outside of 
M by 4 in either direction since V n (A+ u A-) = ~3 ; so in view of 
Remark 3.2, it is also carried outside of M in either direction by any flow 
close enough to +. This gives a contradiction proving (a). 
Part (b) follows from the fact that $ is never tangent to h2 - iv. 
We define the flow p’ as follows: Choose a smooth function g’.M - [0, l] 
such that N C g-‘( 1) and ~6’” - V C g-l(O). Let 9;’ be the vector field on Jlr 
defined by the equation q7 = (1 - g) 9, + g$. Then P;’ is a smooth vector 
field on JV which generates a smooth flow q~’ which is within E of 4 on U. 
It follows from part (a) above that A+(P)‘, M) u A-(#, M) n Y = g. 
Since 9;’ = 9; on JV - V, A+(p,‘, M) = &(q, M) and -4-(F’, M) == A-(F, M) 
proving part (d). 
Part (b) above implies that the set T’ of points at which v’ is tangent to M 
is contained in N and since P;’ = $ on N, it follows that T’ = T, and that q’ 
is convex with respect to M, proving (c) and (f). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Suppose that v  and v’ are as in Theorem 3.3 above. Define functions 
P + : m - a 1 + m- and p- : m - a- + m+ by p+(x) = $(x, u+(T’, M)(x)), 
and p-(y) = #(y, u’(F’, M)(p)). Then the following theorem allows one 
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to apply the results of Section 2 to estimate the dimension of the asymptotic 
an invariant sets of v  with respect to M. We again use the notation of Section I 
where a+ denotes A-+ n bd M and 7~7 is the mapping defined at the end of 
Section I. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let U be a neighborhood of M in JV’ as in Theorem 3.3 and 
let W be an open subset of m - a-+ such that w n a-‘~ is empty. Then there exists 
E > 0 such that if v  is within e of 4 on G, the maps p+ / W and rr 1 1 W are 
homotopic (as maps into m-). A similar theorem holds for p- and ‘pi-. 
Proof. Choose E > 0 so that if g, is within 6 of # on U, then for any point 
x E M such that K(X) E I&‘, p)(x, a+(~, M)(X)) $ a~. That such an < can be 
chosen follows from Remark 3.2. 
Define H, : W- m- by H,(p) = y(#(p, tu+(p>), u+(v, ~lf)(#(P, tu+(x)) 
where a-(~, M) is the “time” function defined in Definition 1.4. Then 
H,, = p+ and H, = rr+ providing the homotopy desired. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If # satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, then for any 
j?ow ‘p suficiently close to 0, dimension a+(?, M) > n - k - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied by 
each flow q~ close to $ and hence Theorem 2.1 can be applied to give the 
desired result. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The following examples are included to illustrate how the previous 
theorems can be applied. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let JV = R3 and let M be the region between and including 
the two concentric 2-spheres S, and S, where S, is the unit sphere and S, is 
the sphere of radius two with center at the origin. Let # be a smooth flow on R3 
so that I/J is tangent to a&l = S, u S, along the two circles C, and C, formed 
by the intersection of S, u S, with the x, y-plane. Suppose that there is a 
point a E S, such that #(a, u+(a)) = a’ E S, and that there is a point b E S, 
such that #(b, u+(b)) = B’ E S, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Fig. 4.1 shows a side 
view of M. 
Points c and d can be chosen in S, and in S, , respectively so close to C, 
and C, that c’ = $(x, U+(C)) E S, and d’ = #(d, u+(d)) E S, . Let z be the 
homology class of H,,(m - a+) generated by the cycle a - c (where a denote 
the map of the zero simplex onto the point a, etc.). Then n,+(x) # 0 in 
H,(m) since a’ E S, and b’ E S, . Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, H”l(u+) # 0. 
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FIG. 4.1. 
Of course it is easy to see in this case that a+ separates the points a and c in 
S, and the points b and d of S, . 
Let Y E C,(M - A+) be the chain P = aa’ - cc’ + bb’ - dd’ (where au’ 
denote the map of the l-simplex onto the arc au’ etc.). Then the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied and therefore PI(~) + 0. It is clear that this result 
also holds for any flow sufficiently Co close to 4. 
The above example occurs quite naturally in the study given in [2] of the 
planar restricted 3-body problem. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that $ is a smooth flow on R3 and that M is a solid 
torus imbedded in R3 as shown in Fig. 4.2. Suppose that M is convex to # 
and that the set of points where 4 is tangent to 8M forms a simple closed 
curve C which bounds a disk in 8M as shown 
FIG. 4.2. 
Let y  be a simple closed curve contained in m+ such that the homology 
class z E H,(m+) generated by y  also generates H,(M). Then it is clear that 
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z I$ i*(Hl(m -- u+)) where i : vz - a+ + m is the inclusion map since the 
whole curve y  can not be carried by the flow to NZ-. Hence u” -+’ 0 in 
NI(m, m --- u+) and it follows by the duality theorem that Hr(a ‘~) is nontrivial. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (0, Y, z) be cylindrical coordinates on E” and let $ be 
the smooth vector field on E3 given by 
Fig. 4.3 shows the projection of 4 on the plane 0 = 0. Let D be the disk of 
points in the plane 6’ = 0 of distance p or less from the point (0, 1, 0) as 
shown where 0 < p < 1, and let NI be the solid torus obtained by rotating D 
around the z-axis. Then &!I is convex to the flow II, generated by the vector 
field 4. 
FIG. 4.3, 
Let c be a suitable homeomorphism of the two simplex onto D and let 
w E H,(M, aM) denote the homology class generated by c. Then for any 
flow 9 on R3 sufficiently close to $ in a neighborhood of M, one can 
show that w satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5 and therefore that 
EP(I(p, , M)) f  0. Thus each flow sufficiently close to $ has a 1 -dimensional 
invariant set contained in M. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let H : R2” + R1 be a function of class C2 of the form 
H(u) = F(u) + O,(i u 1) whereF(u) = -$(u, Su), and 5’ is the constant diagonal 
matrix with diagonal (-A, ,..., -A,. , XrLl ,..., Ad , A1 ,..., A, , -A,,, ,..., -Ad), 
with each h a positive real number. The gradient of H, H,, is assumed to have 
the form H, = 5% + O,(i u I). 
We wish to study the flow on the surface H = h > 0 generated by 
solutions to the Hamiltonian system of differential equations ti = JHu z= 
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ISU + lO(l u I) f or small h > 0. It is natural to first study the qualitative 
behavior of the flow $ generated by solutions to the linearized equations 
ti = JFU = ]Su on the manifold J’” = {u :3’(u) = h). 
The linearized equations can be solved explicitly and the following 
facts verified: Write R2” as the product R’ x RdeTx Rr x Rd and express 
u = (Q, q’, p, p’) with q E Rr, 4’ E Rd-“’ etc. Then 
K = {(9,6 P, P’) : 4 = P = 0) n M 
is an invariant 2d - 2r - 1 dimensional sphere consisting entirely of periodic 
orbits. Define M = {(q, q’, p, p’) : j q j < dz) n Jlr * M is a sub-manifold 
of A” convex to the flow. Further, using the notation of Section 1, 
u+ ={(q,q’,p,p’)EM: lql = dJdw@) -co> 
where A is the diagonal matrix with diagonal (A, ,..., A,). 
U- =t(q,q’,p,p’)EM:Iqi = d&k,&) -co) 
T = ((4, q’, P, P’) E M : I q I = v’k (q, 4) = O> 
A+ = ((9, q’, P, P’) E M : q + P = 0) 
A- = ((4, q’, p, p’) E M : q - p = O} 
I = {(q, q’, p, p’) E M : q = p = 01. 
Thus I = K is a 2d - 2r - 1 dimensional sphere, and a diffeomorphism 
between M and D’ x S2d-r-1 is easily constructed. a+ and a- are each homeo- 
morphic to Y - 1 dimensional spheres. Finally, there exists an imbedding 01 
of 9-l x ST-l in U-’ with the following properties: Let TV be the generator of 
Har-a(P1 x 9-i) and let pi, be the generators of HT-l(ST-l x 0) and 
H,-,(O x 9-l) respectively. Define u” = C+(P), ,~r = 01&r) and za = OI+.(& 
Then 
z1 # 0 in H,-,(m) 
22 = 0 in H,-,(m) 
Tr*+&) = 0 in H,-,(m) 
n*+(x2) St 0 in H,-dm) (“> 
z= 0 in H2,-dm) 
n*+(z) = 0 in H2r-2(m) 
z - ?T*+(z) # 0 in H.&m - u+). 
In the case d = 2, r = 1, the flow 4 exhibits the same qualitative features as 
the flow given in Example 1. In this case M = D1 x S2 and a+, a- and I 
are homeomorphic to Sr. The imbedding 01 of SO x So in U+ is as follows: 
So x So = ((1, l), (-1, l), (1, -1) (-1, -1)) and oc((1, 1)) = a, a((-1, 1)) = c, 
~((1, -1)) = d, a((-1, -1)) = b where a, b, c, d are the points of Fig. 4.1 
labled by these letters. The reader may verify that the relations . are satisfied 
in this case. 
We now wish to study the flow g, on the surface H(u) -= d generated by the 
equation ti = JHu, . A lemma of Morse [7, p. 71 can be used to find a neighbor- 
hood V of 0 in R2” and a coordinate transformation 7 : U+ Rzd such that 
H(u) =: F(T(u)) for each u E 1’ and such that the Jacobian of T at 0 is the 
identity matrix. (T is not a canonical transformation.) 
Through this transformation, the flow y  on the surface H = h and the 
flow Z/J on the surface F = h can be compared. For h sufficiently small one 
can construct a submanifold ii?’ in the surface H = h convex to the flow p 
which is homeomorphic to 111, and one can find homology classes 
z, , I, E Ifzr_l(zi+) and B E H&fir) satisfying relations analogous to the 
relations A. Thus using Theorem 2.1 one can show that H1)z,f--r-~(d.) and 
Hva~~-~-z(Z-) are nontrivial, and using Theorem 2.4 one can show that 
HFZ~~--~~--I(?) is nontrivial. Thus in particular on each energy surface H = h 
for h a sufficiently small positive number there is a 2d - 2r - 1 dimensional 
invariant set of solutions of the equation zi =m JH,, 
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